The current M-anomaly geomagnetic polarity timescale (GPTS) is mainly based on the Hawaiian magnetic lineations in the Pacific Ocean. M-anomaly GPTS studies to date have relied on a small number of magnetic profiles, a situation that is not ideal because any one profile contains an uncertain amount of geologic 'noise' that perturbs the magnetic field signal. Compiling a polarity sequence from a larger array of magnetic profiles is desirable to provide greater consistency and repeatability. We present a new compilation of the M-anomaly GPTS constructed from polarity models derived from magnetic profiles crossing the three lineation sets (Hawaiian, Japanese and Phoenix) in the western Pacific. Polarity reversal boundary locations were estimated with a combination of inverse and forward modelling of the magnetic profiles. Separate GPTS were established for each of the three Pacific lineation sets, to allow examination of variability among the different lineation sets, and these were also combined to give a composite timescale. Owing to a paucity of reliable direct dates of the M-anomalies on ocean crust, the composite model was time calibrated with only two ages; one at each end of the sequence. These two dates are 125.0 Ma for the base of M0r and 155.7 Ma for the base of M26r. Relative polarity block widths from the three lineation sets are similar, indicating a consistent Pacific-wide spreading regime. The new GPTS model shows slightly different spacings of polarity blocks, as compared with previous GPTS, with less variation in block width. It appears that the greater polarity chron irregularity in older models is mostly an artifact of modelling a small number of magnetic profiles. The greater averaging of polarity chron boundaries in our model gives a GPTS that is statistically more robust than prior GPTS models and a superior foundation for Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous geomagnetic and chronologic studies.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
Marine magnetic anomalies are the foundation of the geomagnetic polarity timescale (GPTS) because they provide a nearly continuous record of polarity intervals in time. Indeed, the continuity and repeatability of marine magnetic profiles were a key factor in the acceptance of the theory of seafloor spreading, which linked these anomalies to the process of oceanic crust formation and geologic time (Vine & Matthews 1963) . The underlying model is simple, yet it has proved effective for GPTS development: changes in geomagnetic polarity are globally synchronous and the magnetization of the oceanic crust is mainly recorded within a thin layer of uppermost oceanic crust and was acquired at any given time within a narrow region close to the ridge axis. With these assumptions, early GPTS models were formulated (Heirtzler et al. 1968; Larson & Pitman 1972) and subsequently improved by the analyses * Now at: Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.
of greater numbers of magnetic profiles or the acquisition of better age constraints (e.g. Cande & Kent 1992a; Channell et al. 1995) . Seafloor spreading anomaly polarity block models can often be tied to land magnetostratigraphy and geochronology to obtain polarity boundary ages (Cande & Kent 1992a) .
Current GPTS models based on seafloor spreading cover the period from present to Middle Jurassic (Cande & Kent 1992a; Channell et al. 1995; Gradstein et al. 2005) . The marine magnetic anomalies are grouped into two sequences: one before and the other after the Cretaceous Normal Superchron. Anomalies of the Late Cretaceous-Cenozoic Mixed Polarity Superchron (i.e. 'Canomalies') stretch from Late Cretaceous to present whereas those of the Jurassic-Cretaceous Mixed Polarity Superchron (i.e. 'Manomalies') span from Middle Jurassic to Early Cretaceous. The currently accepted C-anomaly GPTS was constructed from magnetic profiles from the South Atlantic Ocean and a few profiles from other oceans (Cande & Kent 1992a . This GPTS is widely accepted because it was constructed from a large number (n = 5-9) of carefully selected magnetic profiles, it accounted for 204 M. Tominaga and W. W. Sager anomaly skewness (asymmetry) owing to paleolatitude and strike (Schouten & McCamy 1972; Schouten & Cande 1976; Petronotis et al. 1992) , and its age calibration is derived from a relatively large number (n = 9) of radiometric dates.
In contrast, current M-anomaly GPTS are not as well defined because they are based on a smaller number of magnetic profiles, and are primarily focused on the Hawaiian lineation set in the western Pacific Ocean (Larson & Hilde 1975; Cande et al. 1978; Channell et al. 1995) . Moreover, M-anomaly GPTS have been difficult to calibrate owing to the scarcity of age constraints. The Larson & Hilde (1975) GPTS was calibrated using nannofossil zones from basal sediments recovered from Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) cores, whereas the timescale by Channell et al. (1995) (hereafter CENT95) was calibrated indirectly with a radiometric age from MIT Guyot in the western Pacific and biostratigraphy and magnetostratigraphy in terrestrial strata.
The reliability of the M-anomaly GPTS can be improved by analysing a larger set of magnetic records from a wider region. In this study, we report a Pacific-wide M-anomaly model based on large numbers of carefully selected magnetic profiles from the three lineation sets on the Pacific Plate. We constructed our GPTS only from Pacific anomalies because the record is longer and more continuous in this region and because seafloor spreading rates in the Pacific were high and the sediment blanket is thin, translating to better spatial and temporal resolution. We restrict our analysis to anomalies from M0 to M29 because pre-M29 anomalies have been investigated only in the Japanese lineation set and the correlations are uncertain due to low amplitude, short wavelength anomalies that have not been widely confirmed (e.g. Sager et al. 1998; Tominaga et al. 2008 ).
Background

Distribution of M-anomalies
M-anomalies are identified in the oldest part of all three of the major ocean basins (e.g. Klitgord & Schouten 1986; Vogt et al. 1971a,b; Hayes & Rabinowitz 1975; Cooper et al. 1976; Verhoef & Scholten 1983; Roest et al. 1992; Sager et al. 1992; Ramana et al. 1994; Rybakov et al. 2000; Roeser et al. 2002; Ramana et al. 2001; Gurevich et al. 2006) (Fig. 1A) . Most of these M-anomaly lineation groups do not show clear correlatability and repeatability in anomaly character due mainly to slow spreading rates (10-40 km Myr −1 half rate), thick sediments, and tectonic complications associated with fracture zones and continental breakup. The clearest extraPacific M-anomaly sequences occur to the northwest of Australia (Fullerton et al. 1989; Sager et al. 1992; Robb et al. 2005) where part of the sequence is found (M26-M16 and M10-M0), and in the north Atlantic (Vogt et al. 1971a,b) where the entire sequence is preserved.
The M-anomalies in northwest Australia and the north Atlantic have been extensively studied, but the clarity of anomaly character and continuity is less than those of the Pacific. Although the northwest Australia sequence shows similar anomaly characteristics to that of the Pacific anomalies, we cannot extract a complete, continuous sequence because these anomalies were recorded on two different ridges at different time periods with a time gap in between. In addition, the area contains numerous fracture zones, ridge jumps and major tectonic features including the Joey and Roo Rises and Exmouth Plateau (Fullerton et al. 1989; Robb et al. 2005) .
Atlantic M-anomalies are observed in both the north and south Atlantic, but nearly complete M-anomaly sequences (M0-M25) occur only within the central north Atlantic crust. Although the north Atlantic anomaly sequences appear continuous, the resolution is less than that of the Pacific because seafloor spreading was slow at times and sediment thickness is large near continental margins (Vogt et al. 1971a,b) , so that we can only identify larger anomalies. This is especially a problem for the older M-anomalies (>M21), which have low amplitudes that decrease backward in time (Cande et al. 1978) . Furthermore, even though Sundvik & Larson (1988) and Schouten & Klitgord (1982) mapped M5-M16 off North America from dense aeromagnetic data, these anomalies are attenuated in amplitude and we cannot clearly identify them from existing sea-surface magnetic profiles. We believe that this 'smooth' zone resulted from the effect of slow spreading on the structure of the crustal magnetic source layer.
The three Pacific M-anomaly lineation sets are the Hawaii, Japanese and Phoenix (Fig. 2) . They are isochrons of the expanding Mesozoic Pacific Plate formed at the Pacific-Izanagi, PacificFarallon and Pacific-Phoenix ridges, respectively (Nakanishi et al. 1989 (Nakanishi et al. , 1992 . The Hawaiian lineations have been used as the foundation of previous M-anomaly GPTS because they were the first identified complete lineation group and there are several subparallel, continuous magnetic survey lines that traverse the entire group (Larson & Hilde 1975; Nakanishi et al. 1989) . The younger portion of the Hawaiian M-anomaly set is located near the west end of the Hawaiian seamounts (Hawaii 1 in Figs 2 and 3), and the older portion lies to the south of Shatsky Rise (Hawaii 2 in Figs 2 and 3). The Japanese lineation set is subducting at the northwest edge of the Pacific Plate in the Japan and Kuril Trenches, and into the Marianas Trench in the western Pacific (Fig. 2) . The younger portion of the Japanese M-anomaly set is observed north of the Shatsky Rise (Japanese E and Japanese C in Figs 2 and 3) (Nakanishi et al. 1999) , whereas the older portion of the Japanese M-anomalies is located in the east Mariana basin (Japanese W and S in Figs 2 and 3) (Handschumacher et al. 1988; Nakanishi et al. 1989) . The younger portion of the Phoenix lineation set lies among many seamounts and fracture zones northeast of Ontong Java Plateau (Phoenix C in Figs 2 and 3) and the older portion is located in the Nauru Basin (Phoenix N in Figs 2 and 3). Although this area contains numerous tectonic complications, Nakanishi et al. (1992) identified almost the entire M-anomaly sequence in this group except for M0 and pre-M29 anomalies.
Development of the M-anomaly GPTS
The development of the M-anomaly GPTS occurred mainly with three studies, all of which used a small number of magnetic profiles covering a limited area. The Hawaiian M-anomaly model of Larson & Hilde (1975) was the foundation for most subsequent M-anomaly GPTS models. Their GPTS is a composite of seven segments of magnetic anomaly profiles from the Hawaiian lineations ("Hawaii 1" in Fig. 3 ). In this GPTS, ages of polarity boundaries were determined using a constant spreading rate and biostratigraphic ages for basal sediments overlying the igneous crust from DSDP holes in the Pacific and Atlantic. Cande et al. (1978) added anomalies M26-M29 to the GPTS of Larson & Hilde (1975) . Although they compared segments of 13 magnetic profiles from all three Pacific lineation sets, they used only one profile from the Japanese lineation set to construct the M26-M29 GPTS. Polarity boundary ages were extrapolated from Larson & Hilde (1975) , assuming a constant spreading rate. . 2) ; 2, Cooper et al. (1976); 3a-b = Vogt & Johnson (1971) and Vogt et al. (1971a,b) ; 3c, Rabinowitz & LaBreque (1979) ; 4a, Hayes & Rabinowitz (1975) and Roest et al. (1992) ; 4b, Whitmarsh et al. (2000) ; 4c, Milner et al. (1995) and Gladczenko et al. (1997) ; 4d, Plessis & Simpson (1974) ; 4e, Rabinowitz et al. (1983) ; 5, Rybakov et al. (2000) ; 6, Ramana et al. (1994) and Gaina et al. (2007); 7, Larson (1975) , Larson (1977) and Robb et al. (2005) ; 8a, Ramana et al. (2001); 8b, Lawver et al. (1985) ; 9, Gurevich et al. (2006 Table 1 and Figs 3-9. Magnetic lineations (grey lines) are from Nakanishi et al. (1992) .
CENT95 (Channell et al. 1995) was the first major revision of the M-anomaly GPTS. A total of 11 magnetic anomaly profiles from the three Pacific lineation sets were used to build polarity block models from M0 to M29 for each lineation set. Although the authors examined three calibration ages for the polarity sequence and modelled all three lineation sets, CENT95 is based on one profile from the Hawaiian lineations. Age calibration for CENT95 is based on dates of 121.0 and 154.0 Ma for M0 and M25, respectively, with linearly interpolated polarity chron ages in between. The Hawaiian lineation sequence was deemed the 'best' representation of the Manomaly GPTS because the interpolation of these anomalies most closely matched a third radiometric age, 137.0 Ma, for M15-M16, a correlation from land stratigraphy.
Another widely cited GPTS is the Geological Time Scale book series (Harland et al. 1982 (Harland et al. , 1989 Gradstein et al. 2004) . The most recent Geological Time Scale (Gradstein et al. 2004; hereafter TS2004 ) is a composite of three separate reversal models: the surface magnetic anomaly-based sequence from Hawaiian lineation set for M0-M24 (Larson & Hilde 1975) , the aeromagnetic anomaly-based sequence from the Japanese lineation set for Figure 3 . Correlation of anomalies on selected magnetic profiles. Anomaly profiles with positive anomalies shaded black were used for anomaly correlations in this study, whereas grey-shaded anomalies were not. Dotted lines indicate correlated anomaly peaks and troughs (e.g. Nakanishi et al. 1992) . Part I. The regions Hawaiian 1, 2, Phoenix N, and Phoenix C (see Fig. 1 ). The profile IDs correspond to 'Index' in Table 1 . The profiles H1, H3, H4, H5 and H6 in Hawaiian 1 are used in the Larson & Hilde (1975) and Channell et al. (1995) GPTS models. The profiles P1, P2 and P4 in Phoenix N, P6, P8 and P9 in Phoenix C, and H8, H9 and H10 in Hawaiian 2 are used for the anomaly correlations in Nakanishi et al. (1989 Nakanishi et al. ( , 1992 . Part II. The regions Japanese C, E, W and S in Fig. 1 . The profiles J7, J9, J10, J11, J12 and J13 in Japanese C, J1, J2, J3 and J6 in Japanese E, J14 in Japanese W, and J16, J17 and J18 in Japanese S are used for the anomaly correlations in Nakanishi et al. (1989 Nakanishi et al. ( , 1992 . # symbol indicates newly identified occurrences of M0 in the Japanese lineations. F.Z., Fracture Zone; O.P., Ogasawara Plateau.
M25-M27n (Handshumacher et al. 1988) , and a deep-tow magnetic anomaly-based sequence from Japanese lineation set for M27r-M29 (Sager et al. 1998 ). TS2004 uses a revised age for M0 (125.0 Ma) based on a suggested new global strato-type for M0 within terrestrial magnetostratigraphy and biostratigraphy (Channell et al. 2000) .
The key radiometric dates used in these GPTS models have been changed. CENT95 used 121.0 Ma for M0 and 154.0 Ma for M26 with linearly interpolated ages for the rest of the polarity boundaries. The former date was inferred from terrestrial stratigraphy, which was later reinterpreted and shifted ∼4 Ma by Channell et al. (2000) . The latter date was inferred from U-Pb and 40 Ar/ 39 Ar ages in Oxfordian-Kimmeridgian strata (Channell et al. 1995) . The dates used in CENT95 were revised in TS2004. TS2004 used 125 Ma for M0 and 155.7 Ma for M26. In addition, TS2004 contains stratigraphic and radiometric ages for stage boundaries, tied to the reversal sequence by magnetic stratigraphy with interpolation in between those boundaries assuming a constant spreading in the Hawaiian lineations (Gradstein et al. 2005) .
DATA AND METHODS
Selection of magnetic profiles
We distilled a total of 87 sea-surface magnetic profile segments from the Hawaiian, Japanese and Phoenix lineation sets in the Pacific using data from the National Geophysical Data Center (Fig. 3 , Table 1 ), most of which were archived as anomaly values corrected to the International Geomagnetic Reference Field for various years. All the collected profiles have along-track bathymetry data and trend nearly perpendicular to previously determined magnetic lineation strikes. Those parts of the profiles that cross known fracture zones, ridge jumps that were suggested from previous anomaly 208 M. Tominaga and W. W. Sager correlations or seamounts and other bathymetric features, were ignored because these disturb the magnetic anomaly patterns. These criteria give profiles that show anomaly character most clearly, aiding in correlation, as well as providing the most repeatable set of anomalies.
Anomaly correlations
The collected profiles were grouped into five paleopole stages, M0-M4, M5-M10, M10N-M15, M15-M20 and M21-M29, for subsequent calculations . This grouping was necessary because (1) the anomaly sequence spans >1000 km and few magnetic profiles cross it entirely and (2) plate movement during the ∼30 Myr history of the M-anomalies changes the paleomagnetic parameters that determine anomaly skewness. These groups match the paleopole age groups in the paleomagnetic polar wander path of Larson & Sager (1992) , allowing us to subdivide the sequence into approximately equal sections and to use those paleomagnetic poles to estimate paleomagnetic parameters. According to TS2004, the groups span ∼7 Myr (M0-M4), ∼4 Myr (M5-M10), ∼5 Myr (M10N-M15), ∼6 Myr (M15-M20) and ∼8 Myr (M21-M29).
Although our grouping of the anomalies in paleopole stages is similar to the method used in Cande & Kent (1992a) , the purpose of this grouping is slightly different. Cande & Kent (1992a) grouped magnetic anomalies to calculate spreading rates and polarity durations using Euler poles. Their method was uniquely applicable to studies in the south Atlantic because the oceanic lithosphere evolved Figure 4 and segment ID indicated in Figs 5-9; site lat, latitude of a middle point on a given magnetic profile segment; site lon, longitude of a middle point on a given magnetic profile segment; pole lat, paleo pole latitude; pole lon, paleo pole longitude; PI, paleo inclination of a given profile; PD, paleo declination of a given profile; slin, track line azimuth from north towards young direction of the lienation.
nearly symmetrically on conjugate sides of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and without significant changes in latitude (Cande & Kent 1976; Cande & Kent 1992a ). Determining spreading rates using Euler poles was not feasible in the Pacific because we could not model anomalies along a single flow line between fracture zones as did Cande & Kent (1992a) . We used the age grouping to obtain paleoinclination and paleodeclination parameters for each paleopole stage that are used to deskew the magnetic profiles in subsequent polarity block modelling. Each age group includes 16-21 anomaly profiles, with data from all three lineation sets. To provide consistent distances, all of the profiles were projected perpendicular to the local strike of the magnetic lineations. We made preliminary correlations of peaks and troughs of the anomalies among those in each age group, referring to correlations from previous studies (Larson & Hilde 1975; Nakanishi et al. 1989 Nakanishi et al. , 1992 Channell et al. 1995) (Fig. 3 ).
Polarity block modelling
After the correlation and identification of anomalies, we sought to derive an accurate and robust M-anomaly polarity block model assuming that the correlated anomalies result from blocks of alternating polarity in the upper crust. To prepare for subsequent calculations, we resampled both along-track bathymetry and magnetic anomaly profiles into equally spaced data (0.1 km interval), which are needed for the Fourier transform in the inverse modelling.
A polarity block model was built for each profile using both inverse and forward modelling. Inverse modelling (Parker & Huestis (1, 2, 3, . . .) and letters of r (reverse) and n (normal) displayed next to x_ indicates the rejected (x) polarity boundaries in the magnetic profiles shown above the x_ indicator. These rejected polarity boundaries are following our selection criteria (see details in Section 2.4) 1974) was used as an objective method to obtain a preliminary model of polarity zones. The inverse modelling outputs a magnetization distribution along the magnetic anomaly profile (Fig. 10 , A1-A2, Parker & Huestis 1974) . We used this magnetization distribution to make a preliminary estimate of boundaries of opposite polarity blocks. These, in turn, were used as input for a forward modelling (Fig. 10, A2-A3 ). For the forward model, the preliminary estimated polarity block boundary locations were manually shifted until the forward modelling resulted in a good match to the observed anomalies. The polarity block model in the forward modelling was Gaussian filtered (σ = 10 km in the Gaussian distribution equation) to give smooth, finite-width polarity transitions and a better match of calculated and observed anomalies (Fig. 10,  A3 ). The reason that we did not use the inverse model to estimate final model polarity boundaries was that the boundary locations could be affected by anomaly base level (i.e. the annihilator function) and the frequency content of the anomalies. For the Pacific, this two-step method yields somewhat more reliable boundary locations as compared with simply using anomaly zero-crossings (cf . Cande & Kent 1992a) . This is because the M-anomaly sequences can contain gradual changes in amplitude (e.g. Cande et al. 1978) that can offset the zero crossings.
For both inverse and forward modelling, the magnetic anomalies were bandpass filtered to retain wavelengths between of 3 and 140 km. The rationale is that longer and shorter wavelength variations do not represent seafloor spreading magnetic anomalies. An annihilator function of zero was used under the assumption of approximately equal normal and reversed polarity. To account for anomaly asymmetry (skewness) in inverse and forward modelling, model calculations used values for the remanent magnetization (paleoinclination and paleodeclination) inferred from the contemporaneous paleomagnetic pole (Table 1) from Larson & Sager (1992) . We chose the Larson & Sager (1992) paleopoles calculated without anomalous skewness because anomalous skewness apparently becomes negligible at spreading rates above 50 km Myr −1 (Dyment et al. 1994) , which are typical of the Pacific Plate spreading. To define the depth of the magnetic source layer, we used along-track bathymetry data to give ocean depth. Sediment thickness was assumed to be constant at 0.3 km because this value is a crude average for the western Pacific (e.g. Abrams et al. 1992) , where sediments are usually thin and do not vary greatly in thickness (see http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/sedthick/sedthick.html). Errors in depth-to-source resulting from this assumption will be at most a few hundred meters and will have a negligible effect on the final model.
We did not use the downward continuation step used by Cande & Kent (1992a) subchrons, particularly in the low amplitude M-anomaly profiles, because high wavenumbers, including noise, are enhanced (Gubbins 2004) . In the Pacific, the anomalies are recorded by fast spreading crust, which retains many small anomalies, and downward continuation was unnecessary.
Building average polarity block models for each age group
We determined the location of each polarity boundary in each age group by averaging normalized locations of the boundaries. The polarity block model from each magnetic profile segment was normalized to the distance between the group end anomalies (e.g. M0-M5n etc.). This normalization process is essential for comparing profiles at different spreading rates because we could not restrict anomalies to single flow line and spreading rates were different on each of the ridges and often varied along ridge strike (e.g. Nakanishi et al. 1989 Nakanishi et al. , 1992 .
The normalized polarity boundary locations from each magnetic profile segment were averaged to build an average block model for each age group and for each lineation set. Each magnetic profile segment produced a series of polarity block boundaries each of which represents a magnetic reversal, r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r n , where n is the number of boundaries. Normalized to the group width, each reversal boundary becomes a percentage, p i , yielding the sequence p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n . With m observations of a particular boundary, its average position in the series is simplȳ
Thus, the end result of the age group averaging is a series of average block boundary positions,p 1 ,p 2 , . . . ,p n , wherep is in scaled distance. When a profile segment did not span the entire length of a pole stage, the ends of the profile segment were tied to intermediate anomalies within one continuous profile in that spanned the entire age group.
In averaging the locations of polarity boundaries from each normalized magnetic profile segment in a age group, we refined the average of each polarity boundary location by excluding values outside the 95 per cent confidence limits and recalculating the average and its standard deviation (Table 2 ). This step was used to prevent bias in the polarity boundary average locations by outliers. This method of rejecting outlier data is superior to that of simply rejecting 'anomalous' profiles wholesale because it allows us to retain information from consistent anomalies in otherwise problematic profiles. The 95 per cent confidence limits for each boundary location were calculated using a t-distribution because the number of samples is often small (m < 30), and the distribution may not be Gaussian, so using the t-value is potentially a more accurate method. As shown in Fig. 11 , the outlier rejection process significantly reduced the uncertainty of boundary locations in the Hawaiian and Japanese profiles. The uncertainty distribution was nearly unchanged for the Phoenix profiles, presumably because of greater variability in the polarity boundary locations of those M-anomaly geomagnetic polarity timescale 213 lineations, resulting from tectonic complications (e.g. Nakanishi et al. 1992) .
Building complete polarity block sequences
We built a complete polarity block sequence model for each lineation set by concatenating the averaged polarity block models from the five age groups. This was done first for each lineation set, so we could compare each lineation set with the others, and then those models were averaged for a Pacific-wide model.
To combine the pole stage sequences into a total polarity block sequence model for each lineation set, we need to know what percentage of the total GPTS length is spanned by each of the five age groups. This information varies with each profile was lost by dividing the anomalies into different groups and normalizing. To accomplish this scaling, we determine the average position of each of the pole group end anomalies (i.e. M5, M10N, M15 and M20) relative to the entire anomaly sequence (M0-M29), based on an average of the positions of these anomalies in selected reference magnetic profiles. For the reference lines, we chose profiles that contain the most continuous and clear magnetic sequences. Profiles NOAA1-4 were used as reference profiles for the Hawaiian anomalies; profiles V2006, V2110, C1219, DSDP32, V3212, GH7901 and GH805 were used for the Japanese anomalies; and profiles V3401, V3214, C1205, NOVA1AHO and C1304 were used for the Phoenix anomalies (see also Fig. 3 and Table 1 ). For both the Japanese and Phoenix lineations, it was necessary to connect two to three reference profiles because there is no single profile that covers the entire M0-M29 sequence in these lineation sets. We thus combined these profiles into a composite reference line by scaling one profile to the other using overlapped sequences around M5 and M16 for the Japanese reference profile and around M7, M11 and M16 for Phoenix reference profile.
To combine the average polarity block models for each lineation set into a Pacific-wide composite, we averaged the block boundaries from each model based on their position in the total block sequence for each lineation set. In addition to the Pacific-wide model, we also built a composite model using only the Hawaiian and Japanese lineation sets because of concern that the higher variability in the Phoenix block model may adversely affect the composite model. As we describe in the discussion, however, this Phoenixless model provided no significant improvement (Figs 12A and 13) . 
Age calibration for timescale model
Few radiometric ages are available for the M-anomalies (e.g. Pálfy et al. 2000) and most are not directly connected to marine magnetic anomalies (e.g. Gradstein et al. 1995) . Because we could not find any reliable direct dates for the middle of the polarity sequence, we used only two age calibration points, one at each end of the anomaly sequence. For the old end, we used 155.7 ± 3.4 Ma for the base of the M26r, a date from rocks cored on M26 in the Argo Abyssal Plain (Ludden 1992) . At the young end of the sequence, we have adopted 125.0 Ma for the base of M0r, that is the age of the Aptian-Barremian stage boundary by Channell et al. (2000) . Given the poor age constraints for the M-anomalies, a simple linear interpolation is appropriate.
R E S U LT S
Anomaly correlation
Overall, correlations of anomalies within each lineation set were readily made because the anomalies are mostly coherent in shape and amplitude for the entire M0-M29 period. Anomaly shapes compared among lineation sets have only minor differences, which show up mainly in M19, M20 and M25-M29 (Figs 7-9 ). This high repeatability among all three lineation sets implies that the modelled polarity chrons reflect Pacific-wide geomagnetic behaviour. In this section, we describe differences in chron and subchron correlations (Figs 4-8) with respect to previous studies. Most of the differences are in the interpretation of secondary anomalies.
We identified M0 in the Japanese lineation set (Figs 3 and 4) on two profiles near the Japan Trench. Although M0 was not recognized in the Japanese lineation set by Nakanishi et al. (1989) , on these two profiles it compares well to the expected shape and spacing with M0 in the Hawaiian lineation set. The broad normal and reverse polarity sequence of M1r and M3n are also characteristic features easily recognized in many profiles in this region (Fig. 4) .
In previous studies of the M-anomalies, there has been no consistent treatment of small anomalies and the polarity subchrons that they represent in the reversal model. To be included in our model, any small anomaly had to pass the following criterion: it was identified on >50 per cent of the total available profiles and recognized in all three lineation sets. This indicates that the anomaly is a global, repeatable feature (Fig. 9) . Because of this criterion, we dropped one subchron anomaly from the previous M11 and M24 correlations (Channell et al. 1995) and we added one anomaly each to M13 and M16. Our correlations showed that one of the two previously identified correlated anomalies in M11 is M-anomaly geomagnetic polarity timescale 215 observed only on profiles POL7004 and DSDP32GC (H2C and J5B in Fig. 9 ), whereas the other is confirmed by the Pacific-wide correlation. This subchron was probably retained in previous studies because it occurs on profile POL7004, which is one of those used by Larson & Hilde (1975) to define the M-anomalies. A new subchron within M13n, not reported previously, is recognized in all three lineation sets and numbered M13n.1r (f in Figs 6 and 9). We also propose a new subchron in M16n, which divides that normal polarity block and results in the pair M16n.1r and M16n.2n (g in Fig. 9 ). This subchron has not been reported in previous studies but is observed in all three lineation sets. Although the anomaly amplitude is low for this subchron it is similar to previously identified small anomaly features in other chrons (e.g. M19.n1 and M20.n1, h and i in Fig. 9 ).
For the age group M21-M29, anomaly correlation is more difficult than in younger anomalies because anomaly amplitudes decrease with increasing age past M21. Although CENT95 contains four pairs of normal and reversed blocks within M24, our model retains only two pairs. The difference can be attributed to the fact that the extra subchrons in CENT95 are interpreted from short wavelength, small amplitude anomalies observed only on a few magnetic profiles in the Hawaiian lineation set. Anomalies prior to M24 become even more difficult to identify due to their low amplitudes. Nevertheless, we identified the previously suggested anomalies prior to M24 on 15 magnetic profiles (Fig. 8) , so we consider that the model sequence represents correlatable anomaly features that are consistent with the chrons and subchrons suggested in previous studies (Nakanishi et al. 1989 (Nakanishi et al. , 1992 . Our model contains two more subchrons in M25, and one less in M28 compared to those in TS2004 (Gradstein et al. 2005) . This difference occurs because TS2004 used different data sets: aeromagnetic data for M25-27 (Handshumacher et al. 1988 ) and deep-towed magnetic data (Sager et al. 1998 ) for pre-M28 anomalies.
Variability in location of polarity boundaries
Average block models for each age group from all three lineation sets and their composite models are shown in Figs 4-8. Overall, the distribution of polarity boundaries among the three lineation sets for each age group is nearly identical, suggesting that there is little variability in the polarity reversal records in crust on different ridges with different spreading rates. Model variability is least in the sequence M0-M10 where polarity boundaries in stacked profiles line up closely . The highest variability is observed in M11-M15 (Fig. 6) . Although the repeatability of the anomaly sequence is convincing, there is a greater variability of anomaly widths and more instances where an anomaly on a given profile may not appear with its characteristic shape. Anomalies M16-M21 show somewhat greater regularity (Fig. 7) , especially within the Hawaiian anomalies. Anomalies M21-M24 appear quite regular in all lineation sets (Figs 7 and 8) . Despite the fact that the small 216 M. Tominaga and W. W. Sager For reference, the arrows indicate subchron anomalies as follows: M10-a,-b are M10Nn.1 and M10Nn.2; M11-c is M11r; M12-d,-e are M12n and M12A; M13-f is M13n.1r; M16-g is M16n.1r; M19-h is M19n.1r; M20-i is M20n.1r; M22-j is M22n.2; M22-k is M22A; M23-l is M23r.2r; M24-m is M24r.2r; M24-n is M24Ar and M25-o-M25-s are five subchrons identified in M25 (Table 1) . amplitude M25 and older anomalies are more difficult to correlate, the modelled polarity boundaries show remarkably little variation (Fig. 8) .
Variation in polarity block model spacing is apparent when composite models for each lineation set are compared (Fig. 12A) . Little difference is seen from M0 to M15 between the Japanese and Hawaiian blocks. The average Hawaiian model is slightly expanded relative to the Japanese model, but both Hawaiian and Japanese blocks are expanded relative to the Phoenix blocks. From M15 to M21, the Japanese blocks partly catch up to the Hawaiian blocks whereas both Japanese and Hawaiian blocks maintain a lead over the Phoenix blocks. The differences disappear towards the end of the polarity model sequences, particularly in between M25 and M29, as the models are all constrained to the end point of 100 per cent. These model differences are highlighted by plotting the polarity block distances (in percentage) for two of the three lineation set models one against the other (Fig. 12B) . The Japanese-Hawaii comparison produces the least deviation from a straight diagonal (a perfect match), with only a small difference for the period of M13-M15. In contrast, the Phoenix-Hawaii and Phoenix-Japanese comparisons plot above the diagonal (i.e. Hawaiian and Japanese sequences are more expanded) until about M8, after which the models produce little deviation from a straight diagonal.
Modelling uncertainty
Standard deviations of model polarity boundary locations were first determined in dimensionless percentage, but were translated into kilometers with the mapping of the model onto the reference anomaly profiles. Polarity boundary location uncertainties show a range of 7-17 km (Table 3) . To calculate the corresponding uncertainty in polarity zone widths, for comparison with the results of Cande & Kent (1992a) , we use values from two, neighbouring boundaries, defining the polarity zone widths:
where s i is the standard deviation of p i . The polarity zone width standard deviations range 2-36 km (average 11 km) for the Hawaiian model, 1-36 km (14 km) for the Japanese model and 2-33 km (9 km) for the Phoenix model. These values are similar to those from the model of Cande and Kent (1992) , suggesting that The apparent difference between this magnetization and the original magnetic profile is largely due to anomaly phase shift (skewness). Dotted line shows a polarity block model for the forward model. The polarity block model was Gaussian filtered at polarity boundaries to make finite width polarity transitions. (A3) Solid line shows observed magnetic anomaly profile (same as A1) and dotted line shows calculated anomaly from the polarity block model created in A2. (B1-B2) Normalization process is schematically described (see the details in text). (B1) Blocks a-c represent polarity block models for three individual magnetic profiles. These are normalized to the width of the age group in anomaly number. Model a shows how profile covering less than entire anomaly group is handled. (B2) Polarity blocks for each age group are assembled to make a complete sequence for each lineation set using reference lines (Section 2.4).
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the M-anomaly model has similar precision as that well-accepted C-anomaly timescale.
D I S C U S S I O N
What is the 'Representative' polarity block sequence for a timescale?
In previous studies, polarity block modelling was carried out with a small number of profiles and focused on one lineation set (Hawaiian). That restriction can be problematic because each individual magnetic profile contains perturbations caused by geologic 'noise', that is irregularities in the anomaly spacing and shapes resulting from the crustal recording process and tectonic complications. For example, even in the Hawaiian lineation set where M-anomaly lineations have been well identified within multiple continuous profiles (e.g. NOAA1-4 in Table 1 ), we do not know which profile is the 'best' one. This is clear when comparing two composite polarity block models: the one scaled to a single reference profile (e.g. NOAA4, the approach used in CENT95) and the other scaled to the averaged Hawaiian reference profile (Fig. 12 ).
Comparing these two models, however, shifts of polarity boundary Figure 11 . The distribution of standard deviations of individual polarity block boundaries. Black columns show deviations before and white columns show after the outlier rejection process was applied (Section 2.4). Vertical axis indicates the number of count. Horizontal axis indicates standard deviation of polarity block models expressed by normalized distance (per cent) relative to the anomaly age group. Standard deviations in kilometres are given in Table 3. locations are observed, indicating that the selection of one 'representative' profile is a poor approach for the construction of an objective timescale model. For another example of the difficulty of choosing a representative M-anomaly profile, we note the variability of the Phoenix lineations. These lineations suggest a complicated tectonic environment in the Nauru Basin and central Pacific basin near Magellan Rise, an area that includes many ridge jumps and fracture zones (Nakanishi et al. 1992) . In this area, one can find that the length of M5-M10 varies by a factor of two among different spreading segments (see Fig. 19 in Nakanishi et al. 1992) . Without external age control, it is almost impossible to determine which spreading rate is the best representation and thus which anomaly profile is the best reference. A more representative model can be derived by averaging many profiles covering a wide geographic area. Such a model is an improvement for two reasons: (1) averaging many, selected anomaly profiles improves the fidelity of the composite because random variations in anomaly spacing, shapes, and amplitudes are averaged out and (2) wide geographic spacing insures that the magnetic changes are global in nature and errors caused by local tectonic factors, such as ridge jumps or spreading rate changes can be recognized and excluded. Our use of 87 magnetic anomaly profile segments, representing each of the five age groups with an average of 18 profiles, is a factor two larger than the data set used for the widely accepted C-anomaly GPTS (Cande & Kent 1992a) . This redundancy has allowed us to determine the location of polarity boundaries with a precision comparable with that study.
M-anomaly correlation
We observed a high degree of correlation among anomalies in each of the three lineation sets for the M0-M24 anomalies, as indicated by mostly small standard deviations in the location of polarity boundaries. The general lack of significant differences between our model and previous versions implies that the recording of magnetic anomalies by the Pacific Plate ridges during this time period was remarkably regular.
The correlation of the M25-M29 anomalies in the sequence is a special problem. Although we can correlate anomalies consistent with previously defined M25-M29, there is larger variability, as compared to M0-M24 correlations, and the variability can be attributed to less accurate location of polarity boundaries within the closely spaced, short-wavelength, low-amplitude anomalies. With the difference in characteristics between the M25-M29 and M0-M24 correlatability, we ask two questions: (1) do M25-M29 anomalies represent actual polarity reversals? and (2) even if the M26-M29 anomalies are attributed to polarity reversals, do we extend the GPTS based on the correlation of these less consistent anomalies?
The M26-M29 anomalies were previously examined on 13 profiles in the three lineation sets across the western Pacific (Cande et al. 1978) . The number and spacing of these small anomalies were found to be consistent, but the anomaly amplitudes are much smaller than that of younger anomalies (Figs 4-8) . Cande et al. (1978) discussed the origin of these anomalies and whether they represent actual short polarity reversals or fluctuations of magnetic field intensity with uniform polarity. The conclusion was that the smooth increases in anomaly amplitude from M29 forward in time connect the M25-M29 anomalies with the M0-M24 anomalies and that they have common origin, which is polarity reversals (Cande et al. 1978) .
Because of uncertainty about the cause of such small anomalies (Cande & Kent 1992b; Sager et al. 1998; Tivey et al. 2006; Tominaga et al. 2008) , it is not certain that all of these anomalies result from polarity reversals. Terrestrial magnetostratigraphy shows many polarity chrons identified within M25-M29 (Ogg & Gutowski 1995; Pryzbyiski & Ogg 2007 ), but it is challenging to make a one-to-one correlation between polarity reversals in terrestrial magnetostratigraphy and marine magnetic anomalies of this age. At best, we can say that the magnetostratigraphic record shows alternating polarity chrons of the appropriate duration and age, so we suggest that this supports the interpretation of the M25-M29 anomalies as actual polarity reversals.
Although we accept the M25-M29 anomalies as polarity reversals, whether they should contribute to the extension of the GPTS is debatable. Anomalies M0-M29 have been widely identified and the correlations have been well accepted (Cande et al. 1978; Nakanishi et al. 1989; Nakanishi et al. 1992; Channell et al. 1995 because of the small anomaly amplitudes, some anomalies may be geomagnetic field intensity fluctuations rather than reversals (e.g. Bowles et al. 2003) . Furthermore, owing to the short wavelengths and less distinctive nature of individual anomalies, it is possible that we can miscorrelate some of the anomalies in the M25-M29 period. In this portion of the sequence, the GPTS is not as well founded, and thus should be interpreted and used with some caution. To improve correlations, higher resolution data, such as deep-tow magnetic profiles from a wide geographic area would be useful.
Identification of subchrons (short duration reversals)
The meaning of small anomalies has been in debate because it is difficult to determine whether those small anomalies represent reversals or not (e.g. Cande & Kent 1992b; Sager et al. 1998; Tominaga et al. 2008) . Cande & Kent (1992a) excluded anomalies with durations of <30 kyr, arguing that these short anomalies are more likely to result from geomagnetic field intensity fluctuations than polarity reversals. However, this value is arbitrary and there is no reliable duration cut-off that we can utilize.
In this study, nearly 60 per cent of the subchrons in our GPTS have a duration >0.2 Ma. Only a few subchrons (M10r1, M10r2, M12.n3), identified in both previous studies and magnetostratigraphy, have durations of <0.1 Ma, and the rest of the subchrons span 0.1-0.3 Ma. These durations are about three orders of magnitude longer than the cut-off value used in Cande & Kent (1992a) suggesting that they are probably due to polarity reversals. For the two 'excursions' suggested in Speranza et al. (2005) , we include both in our GPTS because they meet our conservative acceptance criteria. One is included for the first time (M16n.1r) and the other was suggested in previous GPTS (M20n.1r). The durations of M16n.1r and M20n.1n are 0.16 and 0.44 Ma, respectively (Table 2) . We observe that the anomalies defining these subchrons are no different from other observed correlatable, small anomalies that have been interpreted as reversals. (Channell et al. 1995) and TS2004 (Gradstein et al. 2005 ) models. 'This study' is the composite model from all the three Pacific lineation sets. Arrows show correlations where two new subchrons were added (in M13 and M16). Grey bands next to the new GPTS show locations where subchrons were dropped (in M11 and M24). Note that CENT95 did not include subchrons in pre-M25 anomalies and had additional subchron in M24. Arrows over M25-M29 in TS2004 indicate that the TS2004 model used different reference block models for M0-M24 (Larson and Hilde 1975) , M25-M27 (Handshumacher et al. 1988 ) and pre-M28 (Sager et al. 1998) . In particular, the larger numbers of subchrons in M25-M29 are derived from aeromagnetic (Handshumacher et al. 1988 ) and deep-towed magnetic (Sager et al. 1998 ) data.
Changes in spreading rates
It is important to examine the implications of our GPTS construction methodology for changes in seafloor spreading that affect the GPTS. Cande & Kent (1992a) applied their C-anomaly GPTS, which was calibrated from anomalies recorded at a single ridge, to investigate Cenozoic seafloor spreading history on several ridges in different oceans. They reasoned that the optimal GPTS would minimize apparent abrupt changes in seafloor spreading when applied to a global array of spreading ridges. A similar approach would be sensible for the M-anomaly GPTS, but cannot easily be accomplished for two reasons. One is that sparse age constraints for the M-anomaly GPTS leave us little choice in adjusting the anomaly sequence because we can only interpolate ages between two dates, one on each end of the sequence. The other is that the Pacific M-anomalies are the only well defined, complete sequence in which all anomalies are clearly identified, so comparison with other oceans is difficult. Nevertheless, we can investigate possible spreading rate variations within Pacific Plate by comparing the three lineation sets.
To understand implications about spreading rates, it is helpful to review how such rates were treated in the polarity sequence model construction. For most steps of the analysis, spreading rates were removed as a factor by normalization. This step translated the anomaly sequence from distance in kilometers to a unit-less distance (i.e. percent of total). Anomaly age groups were combined into whole lineation set models and a composite model (Fig. 12) . The polarity block lengths from the five age groups were adjusted in proportion based on the spacing of endpoint anomalies for the age groups in reference profiles. There is, however, a subtle assumption about spreading rates in this method: we have tacitly assumed that each anomaly occupies the same percentage of a given sequence on each ridge. In essence, this means that the ratio of spreading rates among the three ridges remained constant. This seems a reasonable firstorder assumption because spreading rates in many oceans appear to change little for long periods between major tectonic reorganizations. Furthermore, without independent evidence of changes in the spreading rate ratios among the three ridge systems, it is difficult to make a more accurate assumption.
To further investigate differences in spreading rate among the three ridge systems, we plot, one-to-one, the polarity duration from pairs of the three lineation sets (Fig. 12B) . If each of the two compared lineation sets maintained a constant spreading rate through the M0-M29 time period, the polarity block comparison curve should form a straight line. Departure from a straight line indicates differences in percentage spreading rates. This is because for constant spreading the width of a polarity block (or group of polarity blocks) in all three lineation sets should occupy same percentage of the M0-M29 time period. N, number of polarity boundaries used for averaged polarity block model (left of /) and collected segments from profiles in Table 1 (right of /). These standard deviations were referenced to distance along the following magnetic profiles: Hawaiian, NOAA1-4; Japanese, V2006, V2110, C1219, DSDP32, V3212, GH7901 and GH805; Phoenix, V3401, V3214, C1205, NOVA1AHO and C1304.
The relative percentage spreading curves (Fig. 12B) show that the Japanese and Hawaii anomalies relative to the Phoenix anomalies appear similar, indicating that spreading ridges recorded the Japanese and Hawaiian lineations nearby identically. Going forward in time, from M29 to about M20 to M21, both Hawaiian and Japanese lineations develop an offset of ∼10 per cent relative to the Phoenix lineations. This implies that these anomalies occupy a greater percentage of the entire sequence for the Phoenix lineations (∼25-30 per cent) than for the other lineation groups (∼20 per cent). From M20 to M21 to about M10N, the percentage spreading curves are parallel, implying that these anomalies take up the same space in all three lineation groups. Finally, from M10N to M0, the offset between the Hawaiian and Japanese lienations relative to the Phoenix lineations diminishes as this portion of the sequence represents a greater proportion for the Hawaiian and Japanese lineations (∼53 per cent) as compared with the Phoenix lineations (∼43 per cent).
Although differences in spreading regime are observed among the three ridge systems, the differences are not large and the models are mostly consistent, especially between the Japanese and Hawaiian anomalies. Without independent data to determine and correct for actual spreading rates, our composite model is a reasonable approximation of the overall anomaly sequence. Despite these observed differences in spreading, we think that our composite model is a better representation of the polarity sequence than previous models that were based on one ridge system, because ours is a wide-area average.
Comparison to previous polarity block models
In Fig. 13 , polarity block GPTS models from previous studies are compared with our Pacific composite model. The overall time span of the composite M-anomaly GPTS is shorter than that of CENT95 and TS2004 because of the older age that we used for the base of M0r (Channell et al. 2000; Gradstein et al. 2005) (Fig. 13) . The shorter M0-M29 time period makes the frequency of reversals slightly higher, especially in M21-M29, as compared to the reversal frequency in the same anomalies reversals in CENT95 and TS2004.
Our composite GPTS model shows minor differences in the distribution of polarity reversals compared to previous studies. The polarity sequences in CENT95 and TS2004 are almost the same, particularly for M0-M24, presumably because both are based primarily on the NOAA magnetic profiles from the Hawaiian lineation set. For pre-M24 reversals, CENT95 and TS2004 are significantly different because CENT95 did not identify any subchrons in M25. In contrast, TS2004 used M25 and older polarity chrons derived from aeromagnetic and deep-tow magnetic data with higher resolution than the sea surface data used for other chrons. Comparing our GPTS to the previous studies, the distributions of polarity reversals within M0-M10 and M12-M21 are about the same, and M11-M12 and M22-M29 are similar but the polarity seems to be biased towards normal in previous models whereas the polarity seems to be distributed more-or-less equally in our model. This difference between our model and the previous model is because our model is based on magnetic profiles from all the Pacific lineation sets (Hawaiian, Japanese and Phoenix) whereas previous GPTS models were based only on a few Hawaiian magnetic profiles that have more normal polarity in these anomalies.
Age calibration
A significant challenge for the current M-anomaly GPTS is age calibration, which is poor owing to the paucity of reliable radiometric dates directly tied to magnetic anomalies. Unlike Cande & Kent (1992a) , who could use nine radiometric ages for calibration, we found only two dates that seem reasonably well constrained for our GPTS: 125.0 Ma for M0 and 155.7 Ma for M26. The former date is suggested from a recent revision of the Aptian/Barremian stage boundary (Channell et al. 2000) and reevaluation of biostratigraphy and radiometric age data from MIT Guyot in the Pacific (Pringle et al. 2003; Gradstein et al. 2005) . The latter date is from 40 Ar/ 39 Ar dating of celadonite veins cored from M26-age crust in the Argo Abyssal plain (Ludden 1992) . Although there may have been a time lag because celadonite was deposited by hydrothermal processes, it is thought that the delay was small because the hydrothermal circulation was likely driven by heat near the ridge crest. Unlike TS2004, we did not use stratigraphic stage boundary ages because they are indirect and include uncertainty in the determination of stage boundary ages in terrestrial stratigraphy and their correlation to the reversal sequence.
The age of the base M0r (base-Aptian) is still in a debate (Channell et al. 2000; Chambers et al. 2004; Gong et al. 2008; He et al. 2008) . TS2004 used an age of 125 Ma derived by 40 Ar/ 39 Ar dating of samples cored from MIT Guyot for the base of M0r because this date is correlated to the marine fossil record that is generally used to determine a global strato-type. A recent study using 40 Ar/ 39 Ar dating of basalt outcrops in China suggests that possible M0r layers are dated at ∼121 Ma (He et al. 2008) . This younger M0r age is used in a series of tectonic studies on the north Atlantic ocean and related orogeny (e.g. Srivastava et al. 2000; Sibuet et al. 2004; Fiet et al. 2006) . However, further confirmation for the younger M0r age by He et al. (2008) is necessary because (1) the reversed polarity sites are not confirmed as being within M0r because they are isolated and not in the context of other polarity zones, and (2) there is no correlation to the marine fossil record that defines stratigraphic stages. Other recent stratigraphic studies support an older age for M0. A new U-Pb age for the Aptian-Albian boundary of 112 Ma (Selby et al. 2009 ) and a cycle-stratigraphy study suggests that the duration of the Aptian stage is ∼13 Myr (Huang et al. 2009 ). Together, these data support a base-Aptian (M0r) age of about 125 Ma. Because this is consistent with the 40 Ar/ 39 Ar date from the MIT Guyot and the current global strato-type suggested by Channell et al. (2000) , we use 125 Ma for the age of the older boundary of M0r.
There are other dates available in between M0 and M29, but none are direct or free of uncertainty. Many available dates of basement from drilled cores on the M-anomalies are biostratigraphically derived and lack the accuracy of radiometric ages (e.g. DSDP Site 417 (M0r) in the Atlantic, DSDP Site 303 (M4), 304 (M9) and 307 (M21) in the Pacific). A couple of radiometric ages measured on basement cores drilled on M-anomalies are not used in this study. One is the Ar 40 /Ar 39 date (126 Ma) from basalt core at DSDP Site 387 in the Atlantic for M16. This date is significantly offset from biostratigraphic ages from overlying sediments. Furthermore, this date is close to the accepted age of M0. For both reasons, this date is probably misleading. The other is a 127 Ma Ar 40 /Ar 39 date from a basalt core drilled at ODP Hole 1149D on anomaly M12 in the western Pacific M12 (Koppers et al. 2003) . This age is also significantly younger than expected on the basis of TS2004 age for the M12 anomaly. Moreover, older (132 Ma) nannofossils are found in the basal sediments, suggesting that the cored igneous rocks may be late stage sills above the basement.
Without a larger series of age calibration points, uncertainty in the absolute duration of each polarity block in our model remains greater than other well calibrated GPTS (e.g. Quaternary in TS2004, Gradstein et al. 2005) . Although absolute ages remain poorly defined, the polarity reversal sequence is robust and can be recalibrated when more reliable ages become available.
Implication of the new M-anomaly GPTS
Differences between our GPTS and previous models are first explained by differences in the collection of magnetic profiles and the particulars of age calibration points. Both CENT95 and TS2004 are based on a small number of magnetic profiles from the Hawaiian lineations, so they contain information from only a small portion of the Pacific M-anomalies. The GPTS developed in this study is an average representation of many magnetic profiles with wide geographic distribution.
The distribution of polarity reversals affects polarity reversal rates, which have been used to investigate paleogeomagnetic field behaviour. Although reversal rate curves derived from CENT95, TS2004 and this study are similar, our study gives a slightly smoother curve compared to other two (Fig. 14) . The CENT95 curve shows a peak in reversal rates between 130.0 and 135.0 Ma and diminishing rates before 150.0 Ma. The peak is attributed to many subchrons between M10 and M15, and the pre-150 Ma decline is attributed to omitted subchrons in the pre-M24 reversal sequence. The TS2004 curve also has a peak between 135.0 and 140.0, but it shows an abrupt increase to high rates between 152.0 and 157.0 Ma. Again the young peak results from M10 to M15 subchrons. This peak is offset from CENT95 because of an older age used for M0. The abrupt pre-150 Ma peak is attributed to the discontinuity resulting from the use of polarity block models made from higher resolution magnetic profiles in Handshmacher et al. (1988) and Sager et al. (1998) . The curve from this study is similar to that from TS2004, but it is smoother and does not show such an abrupt rise before M25. This smoothness results from the more even distribution of polarity blocks as compared to the other two models and it implies that changes in reversal rate were smoother than previous models. If one accepts the premise that actual changes Figure 14 . Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous magnetic polarity reversal rate versus age for the GPTS calculated in this study compared with others.
Reversal rate values were calculated at 2 Myr intervals with a 4 m.y. sliding window. Note that the CENT95 timescale has an offset at M0 compared to TS 2004 and this study that is a result of a younger age assignment for M0.
in reversal rate were more likely to have been smooth, then this observation implies that our model is a better representation of the polarity sequence.
Atlantic M-anomalies
It is natural to compare M-anomalies observed elsewhere in the ocean basins with the new Pacific composite GPTS model. Most extra-Pacific M-anomaly sequences are incomplete and difficult to correlate, but the North Atlantic M-anomalies contain a complete sequence from M0 to M25. Older anomalies are not widely recognized in the North Atlantic because of their low amplitudes ( Figs 15A and B) .
Keathley and canary block models
We constructed an Atlantic M-anomaly block model in a manner similar to the Pacific models. We used a total of four anomaly profiles from the Keathley lineations (off northeast coast of the United States) and seven from the Canary lineations (off northwest coast of Africa). All profiles are located between the Atlantis and Kane fracture zones (Appendix A). These profiles are closely spaced and perpendicular to the previously determined lineation strikes, and because they contain the entire anomaly sequence, we did not have to normalize the profiles; instead, we used actual distance to calculate polarity spacing. To deskew the magnetic anomaly profiles, we used paleoinclination and paleodeclination determined from average paleomagnetic poles for North America (120, 130, 140 and 150 Ma from Besse & Coutillot 2002) .
The north Atlantic polarity model has standard deviations of polarity boundary locations (4-28 km) similar to the Pacific model through M0-M5r and M16n-M20 for Keathley and Canary lineation sets, respectively. These uncertainties become greater (as high as 36 km) through M17-M25 and M21r-M25 in the Keathley and Canary lineation sets, respectively. The increase probably results from difficulty in identifying short duration polarity blocks that characterize pre-M22 anomalies. After we calculated the locations of the polarity boundaries, the block models were averaged, resulting in Keathley and Canary average models (Fig. 16) . Anomalies from M5 to M16 are not included because they are poorly expressed and difficult to correlate in the North Atlantic (Fig. 15, Appendix B , Tominaga & Sager 2010) .
The Keathley and Canary block models show little difference from one another in the distribution of polarities through M16-M25, indicating the spreading system at the contemporaneous north MidAtlantic Ridge was nearly symmetric. In contrast, the distribution of polarities show greater differences through M0-M4, implying the spreading system was asymmetric. The asymmetric spreading in the Atlantic is thought to indicate the interaction between the MAR and a mantle plume (Müller et al. 1998) or ridge jumps caused by asthenospheric flow during the M0-M4 period (Bird et al. 2007 ).
Comparison between the pacific and atlantic GPTS models
To investigate how well the Pacific composite GPTS model represents the nature of global M-anomalies, we compared synthetic anomaly profiles calculated by forward modelling of the Pacific anomalies to the Keathley and Canary block models. We used a magnetization distribution of ±0.5 A m −1 for the low amplitude M5-M15 blocks and ±1 A m −1 for the rest of blocks (Fig. 16 ). These calculated anomaly profiles from the Pacific composite model are presented in Fig. 16 . We show a synthetic anomaly profile calculated with the Pacific spreading rates and two others that are synthetic anomaly profiles calculated using the Keathley anomaly spreading rates, but with different magnetization values.
The Pacific synthetic anomaly profile with Keathley spreading rates shows good agreement to that of the Keathley model for M0-M4 anomalies and to that of the Keathley and Canary models for M16-M25 anomalies. Lesser agreement for the Canary M0-M5 anomalies apparently results from asymmetric spreading. For the M16-M25 period, the Pacific model anomalies have slightly greater amplitudes and are more distinct as compared to the Atlantic model. The Atlantic spreading system was evidently less capable of resolving the anomalies, perhaps because of slower spreading or a wider crustal accretion zone that may blur the anomalies. During the M5-M15 period, which is blank in the Atlantic model, Atlantic anomalies are greatly diminished in amplitude, to the point of being difficult to correlate. As seen in Fig. 16 , the reduced magnetization Pacific anomaly model at Atlantic spreading rates shows much more distinct anomalies, implying that this diminution is not simply an effect of the spreading rate difference, but some more fundamental difference in the recording process. The discussion of this issue is beyond the scope of this study and is presented in separate paper.
Atlantic spreading regime
To further investigate the implications of the Atlantic M-anomalies, we assigned ages for the polarity boundaries from the Pacific composite model to the Keathley and Canary block models (Appendix B, Tominaga & Sager 2010) . It is important to note that these ages for the polarity boundaries are based on the assumption of constant spreading rates and ratios in the Pacific model. Both Keathley and Canary block models show four distinctive periods of constant spreading rates: M25n-M21, M21n-M16n, M15r-M5r and M5n-M0r (Fig. 17) . The divisions prior to M16 are consistent with those defined by Sundvik & Larson (1988) , however, our analysis suggests M15r-M5r as one spreading phase whereas they defined the spreading change at M10N. North Atlantic spreading rates dropped at M21 by nearly a factor of two. At M16n, the spreading rate again dropped by a factor of two, with spreading at only 9.5 km Myr −1 for the Keathley lineations and 7.1 km Myr
for the Canary lineations. After ∼10 Myr of slow spreading, the spreading rates increased, approximately doubling from M5r to M0 (Fig. 17) . The shift from long-term spreading rate decline (M25-M5) to increase (M4-M0) in spreading rates coincides with changes in the variability in the distribution of polarities. Recall that the distribution of the Keathley and Canary polarity blocks show polarity spacing nearly equal during M25-M16 but are asymmetric from M4 to M0. This coincidence implies that a significant change in spreading regime occurred at the paleo Mid-Atlantic Ridge at the time of M5-M4. The nearly identical polarity distribution between Keathley and Canary models through the period of M24-M16, with intermediate-slow spreading rates, suggests that the Mid Atlantic Ridge spreading regime was similar to that of modern day intermediate spreading ridges. We assume that while the spreading rates gradually dropped from intermediate to almost ultra-slow during this time period, the symmetric spreading regime gradually shifted to asymmetric spreading as seen during the period of M4-M0.
Northwest Australia lineation set
To further examine the global validity of the Pacific GPTS, we also compared our timescale to the northwest Australia M-anomaly lineation set (Figs 15 C-E) . The northwest Australia sequences show very similar anomaly characteristics (i.e. spacing, amplitude, shape) to that of the Pacific anomalies, probably because of the intermediate to fast spreading rates (Robb et al. 2005) . With the northwest Australian lineation set, we are unable to construct a continuous polarity block model because the anomaly sequence is missing a large section (M7-M15) between the anomaly sequences in the CuvierGascoyne and Argo abyssal plains (Fig. 15C) . Furthermore, parts of the Gascoyne sequence are difficult to model owing to ridge jumps (Fullerton et al. 1989; Robb et al. 2005) .
For the comparison of the Pacific and Australian M-anomalies, we focused on two piece meal sections: M0-M4 and M17-M24 (Figs 15D-E) . A total of five profiles from Cuvier Abyssal plain and two profiles from Argo Abyssal plain were used to construct M0-M4 and M17-M25 block models, respectively (Fig. 16) . The methodology for the construction of block models was the same as for the Keathley and Canary block models (Appendix C). Overall distribution of polarity spacing agrees with that of the Pacific, including short wavelength features in the anomalies prior to M17. The similarity between the Pacific and northwest Australia anomalies and the agreement in polarity spacing between their block models indicate that the Pacific-based GPTS provides an adequate model for the northwest Australia lineation set.
C O N C L U S I O N S
(1) We collected and correlated 87 segments of magnetic profiles covering all three Pacific M-anomaly lineation sets and constructed a revised GPTS model that spans M0 to M29. Two dates were used to calibrate the GPTS, one for M0r (125 Ma) and one for M26n (155.7 Ma), with linear interpolation in between. Although age constraint is poor, our compilation represents a wider and statistically more robust analysis of anomalies, giving a more reliable record of changes in the Earth's geomagnetic field than previous models.
(2) Overall anomaly correlations among the three lineation sets are excellent and major polarity chrons are mostly unchanged from previous studies. New subchrons were identified in M13 and M16, whereas one subchron was dropped from M11 and M24.
(3) The new M-anomaly GPTS shows minor differences in the spacing of polarity chrons as compared with previous models because (i) we used a broad selection of magnetic anomaly profiles, and (ii) a few anomaly correlations were changed, such as adding subchrons (M13 and M16) and dropping subchrons (M11 and M24). The new GPTS shows more regular spacing of polarity zones than previous GPTS because it is not focused on a small number of Hawaiian anomaly profiles.
(4) Careful selection of anomaly profiles made it possible to build a robust block model in which the accuracy of the location of polarity boundaries (average standard deviation 9-14 km) is similar to that of well accepted C-anomaly block model of Cande and Kent (1992) .
(5) Interpretation and application of pre-M24 anomalies should be approached with caution because the small amplitude, shortwavelength anomalies that characterize the pre-M24 sequence are more difficult to correlate uniquely than younger anomalies.
(6) Comparison among spreading regimes in the three lineation sets indicates that all had almost the same spreading history. Two minor changes in relative spreading are observed around M13-M15 and M20-M21.
(7) The good agreement between the Pacific, Atlantic and northwest Australian anomalies implies that the Pacific model is representative of the global anomaly signal.
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